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Livingston Gun Club Pistol, Carbine Only, and 2Gun Match! October 15, 2023

Livingston Gun Club 2440 Hunter Rd. Brighton MI

At the request of the competitors we are changing the format a bit, again. PLEASE READ!

This will be a time plus scored event.  We will have the following divisions:

Pistol Only - Any 9mm, .40cal or .45cal  handgun (no braced PCC)
1. Iron Sight Division
2. Optic Division

You must engage all targets, paper and steel, with your pistol.

Carbine Only - Any magazine fed .22LR or PCC (9mm, .40cal, .45cal)
1. Iron Sight Division
2. Optic Division

You must engage all targets, paper and steel, with your .22LR or PCC.

2Gun - Any 9mm, .40cal or .45cal  handgun (no braced PCC) and any rifle .22LR up through 7.62 rifle caliber
1. Iron Sight Division
2. Optic Division 

- You must engage all paper targets with your rifle, regardless of the caliber, and all steel with your pistol.  
Exceptions are special stages with rifle rated steel.

- If only one of two guns has an optic, you are in Optic Division

- Once a gun is grounded it STAYS grounded, no going back to retrieve it.  Doing so will result in a match 
disqualification.

- There could be a designated longer range steel rifle stage and these will be the only steel targets that can be 
engaged with a rifle caliber.  All other divisions will also have to shoot the long range stage.

- If you engage any steel that has not been designated as allowable to engage with a rifle caliber, you will be 
disqualified and be required to reimburse the club for the steel prop.

Additional Equipment Rules
- No magazine capacity limit
- No weight limit
- No full auto or binary triggers on any firearms
- Magazine pouches/carrier devices required and to be on body – includes pockets
- Only detachable box magazine fed firearms capable of speed reloads by changing magazines will be allowed – no 

tube magazine fed .22LR 



Safety

- Long guns must be unloaded and have chamber flags at all times until the make ready command.
- Long guns must be kept cased and racked, or on an approved cart muzzle down, until bringing them to the line.
- If you sweep anyone, including yourself, even if flagged, it is a match disqualification.
- Handguns must be holstered and unloaded at all times when not making ready or shooting a course of fire.
- Before and during the match LGC is considered a “Cold Range”.  Handguns are to remain unloaded, and holstered 

or cased, unless under the direct supervision of a range officer or at a Safe Area. No handling loaded magazines 
or loose ammunition at a Safe Area. Violation will result in a Match Disqualification.

- Finger must be off the trigger unless directly engaging a target

All other safety, match, and target scoring rules, (hit on the line between scoring zones), universally used by 
nationally recognized organizations will be used to keep it safe and familiar.

Violation of safety rules will result in disqualification.
Sign up will be on Practiscore under LGCSEMPS Outlaw, payment will be $20 at the match

- Match is limited to 50 participants (Five 10-man squads)
- If you want to squad together you must do so on Practiscore
- Walk-ups accepted day of the match until match is full
- Sign in/registration 8:30am – 9:30am, first shots 10:00am
- 5 stages, approximately 150 – 200 rounds


